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There was extensive mold, standing water, and 
damage, plus overgrown, three-story-high greenery 
surrounding the building. Just what every buyer is 
looking for. Amid the grim scene, Mankins could 
still envision a unique and vibrant enclave. As the 
owner of Bird—a constellation of indie fashion 
boutiques in Brooklyn—she has a talent for artfully 
mixing color-filled spaces and looks (cue her 
Instagram series #MyPrintedLife). Plus, the Long 
Island project felt manageable compared to the 
Brooklyn brownstone renovation she undertook 10 

years ago. “We have a habit of finding really scary 
places and turning them around,” Mankins says, 
laughing. Equipped with innate creativity, some 
reno know-how in her back pocket, and the help of 
architect Lisa Ekle of E.G. Projects, she set out to 
transform the dilapidated bungalow. 

Mankins was drawn to the original structure’s 
simplicity—the promise of a low-key place to hang 
out with family and friends year-round, free from 
endless (read: nightmarish) upkeep. That’s why, 
despite tearing down the walls “beyond the studs,” 

From decor to fashion, 
Mankins (right) goes 
for the bold. “How many 
Birkenstocks are too many?” 
she ponders. “I probably 
have three dozen pairs— 
I buy all the weird ones.”

This page: Vintage Cane 
Chair from Collette Home; 
Painting by Elaine Tian; 
Breakfast Room Green Paint 
farrow-ball.com. On Mankins: 
Dress by Toast. Opposite: 
Vintage Embroidered Maps; 
Ashby Cubby Bench  
$499 roomandboard.com.  
Previous spread: Cloud 
Modular Sectional Sofa 
restorationhardware.com; 
Vintage Kantha Quilts, 

Ottoman, Table, Lamp, and 
Side Table; Shell Pillow 
$140 tamarmogendorff.com; 
Futurist Candleholders 
by Tullio Mazzotti $188 
each guggenheimstore.org; 
Sling Armchair $1,350 
garzamarfa.com; Bahi King 
Euro Sham johnrobshaw.com; 
The Bottom by Ted Gahl 
halseymckay.com; Paintings 
by Cameron Goodyear.

“The house had been abandoned for 
almost 10 years—it was a total mess,” says Jennifer Mankins, 
recalling the state of her Shelter Island home when she and 
husband Niklas Arnegren bought it in 2017.
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white countertops ground a sunset-hued back-
splash, where chartreuse, raspberry, salmon, 
and turquoise tiles dance together. Color bursts 
into most corners of the home—glossy yellow 
side chairs, a floor-to-ceiling blue Heath ceramic 
tile shower, mismatched mint and lemon pocket 
doors—and remains more nuanced in other 
places, like the striations in the cedar-plank 
walls, ebbing from pale straw to milk chocolate 
depending on the board. The overall vibe is part 
Scandi winter cabin, part beach cottage—an 
impressive balance that makes the interior look 
warm, even on cooler nights (when the wall-to-
wall white brick fireplace is put to good use).

Mastering that mix of tone and texture is 
instinctual for Mankins. As the youngest of four 
girls, she had hand-me-down clothes for days, 
quickly becoming a magpie. “I’ve dressed crazy 
since I was 3,” she quips. Indeed, combining 

In the kitchen, ceramics, 
artwork, and the Technicolor 
backsplash all come with a 
colorful backstory. 

This page: Vintage Syroco 
Chair. Opposite: Classic Field 
Tiles heathceramics.com; Faucet 
$295 miseno.com; Sonos One 
Limited Edition Speaker  
by Hay $288 sonos.com; Bud 
Vases oneeyeceramics.com; 
Illustrated Bowl by Leah Goren 
leahgoren.com; Handmade 
Taper Holders by Tullio 

Mazzotti $180 each 
mociun.com; Vintage Iittala 
Taper Holders; Breakfast 
Bowls helenlevi.com;  
Shallow Bowls $100 each 
shinotakeda.com; Vintage 
Mug and Pitcher by Russel 
Wright; Mugs by Atelier 
Dion; Painted Mugs $95 for 
set of 4, Large Saladier  
Bowl $117, Souvenir Plates 
$111 for set of 4 lrnce.com; 
Custom Cabinetry. 

she kept the floor-plan configuration the same— 
a central common area with bedrooms flanking 
either side. The design philosophy was equally  
as straightforward: Bring in well-made materials, 
then add on details with character. In practice, that 
meant the not-so-easy task of combining dispa-
rate styles—minimalist Scandinavian (a nod to 
Arnegren’s Swedish roots) with Mankins’s Texan-
travels-the-world quirky charm. Somehow  
it just works. 

Double-height windows and an open layout  
lend an airy atmosphere, while neutral, streamlined 
furniture provides the canvas for Southwest-
inspired modern art, striped light fixtures, woven 
patterned rugs, and Josef Frank floral Roman 
shades to take center stage. Simple white oak 
benches and teak bureaus are topped with lively 
Indian block prints and handcrafted Mexican 
ceramics. In the kitchen, ash-wood cupboards and 
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“Everything in the world 
that’s nice is green—trees, 
leaves, grass, and the 
things that give you oxygen,” 
Mankins says of her  
choice for seafoam and 
cactus accents. 

Opposite page: Vintage Oak 
Dining Table from Baxter 
& Liebchen; Vintage Cane 
Chairs from Beall & Bell; 
Rug abchome.com; Vintage 
Art; Cirque Pendant Lamp 
by Clara von Zweigbergk 
louispoulsen.com; Nordic 
Light Candlestick Holder 
$84 royaldesign.com.

Food & Drink 
Our favorite low-key local 
spots are Maria’s Kitchen 
for fresh pressed juices and 
amazing homemade Mexican 
food, and Commander Cody’s 
Seafood for fried shrimp plat-
ters. The to-go counter at the 
Shelter Island Heights Phar-
macy serves the best breakfast 
sandwich of your life. For a 
lobster roll or oyster fix, try 
Port Waterfront Bar & Grill or 
Little Creek Oyster Farm  
& Market in Greenport, just 
off the north ferry.

Shopping
There isn’t much shopping 
on Shelter Island (one of the 
reasons we love it), but we go 
to White Oak Farm and Gar-
dens for plants. And Black Cat 
Books is one of the best vin-
tage bookstores I’ve ever been 
to! It has a great selection of 
vinyl records, too.

Beaches & Nature
A third of Shelter Island is  
the Mashomack Preserve, 
where we go hiking on week-
ends. At the Smith-Ransome 
Japanese Bridge, built in the 
early 1900s, you can follow  
a path to a serene and private 
rocky beach in Smith Cove. 
Wades Beach is perfect for 
families and evening dog 
walks, and if you stroll around 
the western tip, there’s a cove 
with hundreds of hermit  
crabs at low tide.

Around Town
Jennifer 
Mankins 
shares her top 
spots on  
Shelter Island.

contrasting tastes wasn’t just fun—it was a neces-
sary sartorial modus operandi. While wearing her 
distinct mashup of wacky-cool prints, Mankins 
has traveled the world, from Mexico to India to the 
American Southwest, absorbing lessons in color, 
shape, and layers along the way. Her assortment 
of collected treasures has grown in tandem—not 
just small items like napkins and scarves (though 
she has those, too), but big things such as rugs and 
throw pillows. “One year I borrowed my sister-
in-law’s ski bags in Sweden to bring home rolls 
of Svenskt Tenn fabric,” Mankins recalls of her 
commitment to the chromatic cause. All her acqui-
sitions go into carefully curated closets for future 
use. It’s no surprise, then, that many were pulled 
out while fashioning her weekend escape.

Case in point: The aforementioned kitchen 
tiles were left over from Bird. When Mankins 
didn’t have quite enough to complete the back-
splash, she went to her cabinet of goodies and 
retrieved “every single tile ever scavenged from 
other projects.” She then laid out the exact pattern 
herself to ensure the perfect color scramble. More 
material crossover between her stores and house 
can be spied in the extra linen from a Bird x Block 
Shop collaboration dress that was turned into 
an upholstered bench in the entryway, as well as 
Moroccan fabric from a boutique chair, of which 
the scraps were reused as a stool topper for the 
living area. This kind of resourceful repurposing 
appears throughout the bungalow, from recycled 
denim wall insulation to Garza Marfa pillows 
made of kilim rugs. Mankins even saved Indian 
tablecloths from a birthday party—now moon-
lighting as coverlets in the master bedroom.  
“If you love something, you figure out a way to 
make it work,” she says. 

The same concept applies to breezily assembling 
different elements. In addition to the tablecloth-
bedspread, her bedroom features mustard sconces, 
a cane-back chair, Lars Nilsson painterly striped 
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Who says Scandinavian decor 
is neutral? All the bright window 
treatments in the bedrooms are 
by Swedish designers, including 
Josef Frank and Lars Nilsson. 

window treatments, Tamar Mogendorff pink 
and blush velvet shell pillows, a Les Indiennes 
blue check duvet, and a boat painting by a hobby 
artist found on an island in Maine. It may sound 
over the top, yet there is harmony among the 
designs. Mankins’s decor process boils down to: 
Be unafraid, throw it all together, and step back 
to assess. “When everything is bright and crazy 
but nothing stands out, it blends,” she says of 
finding that perfect balance. The unifier? It’s all 
personal; it all jells. 

Her love of great materials and happy textiles 
isn’t just about aesthetics, however—practicality 
is always part of the equation. “I’m not going to 
buy Pierre Paulin or original French antiques 
that might get beer poured on them,” she points 
out. The house is, after all, meant for enjoying 
with her closest friends and family. Every piece 
has a purpose and a story as colorful as the 
threads that create them; every design is consid-
ered for the long-term. Saturated or neutral, 
Nordic or East Coast, the furnishings are meant 
to be the backdrop for having the best time.

Roman Shades from theshadestore.com in Anacapri Fabric by Lars Nilsson and Custom Pillow in Hawai Fabric by Josef Frank 
svenskttenn.se; Sconces by Arne Jacobsen for Louis Poulsen $782 each 1stdibs.com; Vase $139 lrnce.com; Windows  
marvin.com; Stools $800 each garzamarfa.com; Cove Bed by Nathan Yong $1,795 dwr.com; Blanket johnrobshaw.com;  
Check Duvet Cover from $334 lesindiennes.com; Vintage Textile; Shell Pillows from $90 each tamarmogendorff.com;  
Vintage Chair by Josef Hoffmann; Art by Patrick Stone. 

This page, right: Roman Shades from theshadestore.com in La Plata  
Fabric by Josef Frank svenskttenn.se; Windows marvin.com;  
Vintage Teak Dresser from Baxter & Liebchen; Mirror and Lamp  
from Beall & Bell; Cook’s Blue Paint farrow-ball.com.
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Palm Leaf  
Basket with Stand 

by Petate $169  
maisonnumen.com

Eerdmans 
Table Lamp  

by Christopher 
Spitzmiller  

$689 
circalighting.com

Handwoven Plaid Towel 
by All Roads  

$40 birdbrooklyn.com

Shell Pillows  
$195 for the pair 

tamarmogendorff.com

Big Spin Cement Tile and Solid 
Hex Cement Tile cletile.com; 

Classic Field Tile in Herringbone 
from the Tapestry Collection 

heathceramics.com

Doors (2) by Ted Gahl  
artsy.net

Terracotta Pendant Lamps  
by Tom Housden  

$245 each handandeyestudio.co.uk

Upholstered Chest by Josef Frank  
$1,020 svenskttenn.se

Global finds: Must collect them all. Especially when it 
comes to materials, Mankins is drawn to “anything that’s 
a little off or handmade—not perfect.” 

Vintage Lamp and Print by Henri Matisse; Roman Shades 
from theshadestore.com in Anakreon Fabric by Josef Frank 
and Vintage Stools with Linen Cushions svenskttenn.se; 
Windows marvin.com; Vintage Bedside Table by Giovanni 
Maur for Treco; Duvet Covers and Rugs ikea.com; 
Throw Blankets garzamarfa.com; Super White Paint 
benjaminmoore.com.

Get the Look
Channel a cheerful beach getaway by layering natural materials,  

pastels that pop, and every print under the sun.
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